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Ahmadinejad: Israel, U.S. won’t strike Iran's nuclear facilities
While denying his views are anti-Semitic,
anti Semitic, Iran president tells Atlantic Monthly the entire world is
forced to accept only one view of the Holocaust.
By Natasha Mozgovaya and Haaretz
Neither the United States nor Israel are capable of attacking
"The undemocratic and unjust governance structures of the
Iran's nuclear facilities, the Atlantic Monthly quoted Iranian
decision-making
making bodies in international economic and political
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad as saying on Tuesday.
fields are the reasons behind
nd most of the plights today
humanity is confronting," he said, according to an English
translation of his prepared remarks.
Ahmadinejad had drawn large crowds for previous UN
speeches but Tuesday's address was delivered to a virtually
empty hall.
It was unclear
nclear whether the unusually low attendance was due
to waning interest in Ahmadinejad five years after he first
addressed the assembly or if it was the fact that he was one
of the first speakers in the morning session, which began at 9
A.M.
Ahmadinejad offered
ered no clear alternative to capitalism but
said, "The world is in need of an encompassing and, of
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad during
course, just and humane order in the light of which the rights
interview with the Associated Press, September 19,
of all are preserved and peace and security are safeguarded."
2010. Photo by: AP
Ahmadinejad will address the 192
192-nation General Assembly
When asked whether or not he felt a military strike on Iran
again on Thursday during its annual General Debate, in which
was feasible, Ahmadinejad was overheard by Atlantic Monthly
world leaders traditionally cover issues important to them.
reporters as saying: "I really
y don't think so."
In the past, Ahmadinejad has used the General Debate as a
"The Zionist regime is a very small entity on the map, even to
forum to defend Iran's nuclear program and assail it
its arch
the point that it doesn't really factor into our equation," the
foes Israel and the United States, typically prompting
Iranian leader said, equally dismissing the possibility of an
walkouts by the United States and some European countries.
American strike.
Meanwhile, the Jewish Community Relations Council of
"The United States has never entered
tered a serious war, and has
Greater Washington (JCRC) sent a letter to the Hilton
never been victorious," Ahmadinejad said, adding that "The
Manhattan East, hotel owners The Procaccianti Group,
United States doesn't understand what war looks like. When a
national headquarters of Hilton Worldwaide, and Hilton’s
war starts, it knows no limits."
parent corporation Blackstone expressing dismay at the
Later on, the Iranian president again referred to his
hotel’s decision to host Iranian President Ahmadinejad and his
controversial remarks
s regarding the Holocaust, asking "why
delegation during the United Nations General Assembly th
this
don't we allow this subject to be examined further... It is
week in N.Y.
incorrect to force only one view on the rest of the world."
The letter states that the decision to welcome President
"We need to ask, where did this event occur, and why should
Ahmadinejad and his delegation brought shame on the Hilton
the Palestinian people continue to suffer
uffer for it? I am not an
brand and the Procaccianti Group and inquired as to why
anti-Semite. I am anti-Zionism."
Hilton was ignoring the international consensus to isolate the
"How come when it comes to the subject of the Holocaust
country.
there is so much sensitivity?" the Atlantic Monthly quoted
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacyAhmadinejad as saying.
defense/ahmadinejad-israel
israel-u-s-won-t-strike-iran-sEarlier Tuesday, Ahmadinejad told a United Nations General
nuclear-facilities-1.315041
1.315041
Assembly session on poverty that capitalism was on the verge
***
of extinction and that it was time for a new economic system.
Iran lawmaker questions US visa denial
"The discriminatory order of capitalism and the hegemonic
Saturday September 18, 2010 4:5PM
approaches are facing defeat and are getting close to their
end," Ahmadinejad
ad said at a summit meeting assessing
A senior Iranian lawmaker has denounced as illegal
progress on achieving UN goals to drastically reduce poverty
Washington's refusal to issue visas for some members of an
by 2015.
Iranian delegation to the UN General Assembly session.
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"The United Nations is the home of all nations and all
countries," he added. He said such measures would bring
under question the legitimacy of the US to host the UN.
Boroujerdi's remarks came after the US government refused
to issue visas for 40 members of the Iranian delegation
mostly reporters and lawmakers seeking to attend the 65th
session of the United Nations General Assembly.

Robert Levinson, a former FBI agent, disappeared on March
9, 2007 on Kish Island where he was doing investigative work
for a private security firm.
The General Assembly will then be convened from September
23 to 30, while the Security Council meeting is scheduled for
September 23.
Ahmadinejad will also be delivering an address to the MDG
Summit.
Ahmadinejad's top advisor, Mojtaba Samareh Hashemi, said
the president will give interviews to US media outlets and
meet US scholars and intellectuals and Iranian immigrants
during his trip to New York.
In his talks, the Iranian president will focus on the need to
change the current materialistic world management system
into one based on spiritual and humanitarian values, Hashemi
said.
MRS/HGL http://presstv.ir/detail/143030.html

***
Holocaust a lie, Israel no future - Ahmadinejad
By Parisa Hafezi and Firouz Sedarat in Tehran,
Reuters, September 19, 2009 6:12am

Head of the Majlis National Security and Foreign Policy
Commission Alaeddin Boroujerdi

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad left Tehran for New
York to attend the UN General Assembly session on
Saturday.
Ahmadinejad told reporters before his departure that while in
the United States, he would also take part in the Millennium
Development Goals summit which will be attended by 140
heads of states.
He will also hold talks with officials from various countries.
Foreign Minister Manouchehr Mottaki, senior presidential
advisor Mojtaba Samareh Hashemi and head of the
presidential office, Esfandiyar Rahim-Mashaei, are among the
team accompanying the president in his tour.
SF/HGH/MMN

***
Ahmadinejad heads to NY for UN session
Saturday September 18, 2010 11:26PM

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad's airplane leaves the
Damascus airport for Algeria, September 19, 2010.

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, after a sojourn in
the Algerian capital, has set off for New York, where he is to
address the UN General Assembly.
Ahmadinejad flew out of Algiers on Saturday evening
following a meeting with Algerian President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika after a visit with Syrian President Bashar al-Assad
in Damascus earlier in the day, the IRNA news agency
reported.
The Iranian leader is scheduled to deliver a speech at the
65th UN General Assembly session, which officially opened on
Tuesday at the United Nations headquarters in New York
City.
The annual summit is to focus on the Millennium
Development Goals (MDG Summit) from September 20 to
22.



PRESIDENT Mahmoud Ahmadinejad called the Holocaust a lie
overnight, raising the stakes against Israel just as world
powers try to decide how to deal with the nuclear ambitions
of an Iran in political turmoil.
"The pretext (Holocaust) for the creation of the Zionist regime
(Israel) is false ... It is a lie based on an unprovable and
mythical claim," he told worshippers at Tehran University at
the end of an annual anti-Israel "Qods (Jerusalem) Day" rally.
"Confronting the Zionist regime is a national and religious
duty."
Mr Ahmadinejad's anti-Western comments on the Holocaust
have caused international outcry and isolated Iran, which is
at loggerheads with the West over its nuclear program.
The hardline president warned leaders of Western-allied Arab
and Muslim countries about dealing with Israel.
"This regime (Israel) will not last long. Do not tie your fate to
it ... This regime has no future. Its life has come to an end,"
he said in a speech broadcast live on state radio.
Germany said Mr Ahmadinejad was a "disgrace to his
country."
"This
sheer
anti-Semitism
demands
our
collective
condemnation. We will continue to confront it decisively in the
future," Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier said.
White House spokesman Robert Gibbs said Mr Ahmadinejad's
comment "only serves to isolate Iran further from the world."
Mr Ahmadinejad won support from Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah,
leader of Lebanon's Iran-backed Hezbollah which fought a 34day war with Israel in 2006. "Our belief and creed ... remain
that Israel is an illegal entity, a cancerous tumor, that must
cease to exist," Nasrallah said in a televised address.
Mr Ahmadinejad will appear next week at the United Nations
General Assembly and Tehran will hold talks on October 1
with major powers worried about the Islamic Republic's
nuclear strategy.
Western powers are concerned by what they have called
Tehran's defiance and "point-blank refusal" to suspend
uranium enrichment and address the issue as demanded by
U.N. Security Council resolutions since 2006.
Instead of directly addressing those demands, Iran handed
world powers this month a proposal that spoke generally of
talks on political, security, international and economic issues
but was silent on its nuclear program.
Diplomats familiar with the Iranian proposal said it was vague
and did not appear to pass "the smell test."
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US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said it was time Iran
showed it is serious about addressing international concern.
"There will be accompanying costs for Iran's continued
defiance: more isolation and economic pressure," she said.
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/breakingnews/holoca
ustalieisraelnofutureahmadinejad/storye6frea7u12257769021
06

***
Ahmadinejad: Israeli PM an assassin
Wednesday September 22, 2010 4:50PM

said a "joint Iranian-American intelligence committee is to
investigate the matter."
US officials have dismissed suggestions that Levinson was on
assignment for a US government agency.
Iranian authorities have announced that Tehran has no
information on the matter but they stand ready to work with
the FBI if asked by Washington.
MYA/HGH/MMN http://presstv.ir/detail/143573.html

***

'Bahrain against anti-Iran threats'
Thu Sep 23, 2010 1:38AM

Iran's President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad (L) in interview with
CNN's Larry King.

Iran's President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad says the Israeli prime
minister is a professional assassin, who should be tried for his
crimes against the people of Palestine.
"[Benjamin] Netanyahu should be tried in court for blockading
Gaza and massacring innocent Palestinian women and
children," Ahmadinejad said in an interview with CNN's Larry
King on Wednesday.
"Netanyahu is a professional assassin. All dictators in history
accuse others to turn the spotlight away from themselves,"
the Iranian president said when asked about the Israeli prime
minister's worries about Iran.
"It is questionable [why] American media feel responsible for
this person (Netanyahu)," Ahmadinejad said, adding that
"you (American media) are afraid of Netanyahu's
warmongering."
The Iranian president said the US and Israel's nuclear
weapons are the main threat to the world, and they are
mistaken to think they can divert attention from this issue by
using propaganda campaigns and spreading lies about
others. "Iran is firmly after the nuclear disarmament of the
US and Israel."
Ahmadinejad added that Israel is an "illegitimate regime" and
an "occupier" and that the US easily starts wars and
massacres people, "they are not qualified to have nuclear
weapons and should be disarmed as soon as possible."
When asked about the fate of a former FBI agent who
allegedly disappeared on Kish Island, the Iranian president

Bahrain's premier Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa
Bahrain's premier Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa says has
voiced the Arab country's strong opposition to threats against
Iran.
"Iran's security is equivalent to Bahrain's and the Middle
East's security and the Bahraini government and nation will
not accept any threat or aggression against the Islamic
Republic of Iran," Al Khalifa said in a meeting with Iran's
Interior Minister Mostafa Mohammad-Najjar on Wednesday.
The Iranian minister arrived in the Bahraini capital, Manama,
on Sunday to attend a two-day meeting on Iraq's security.
Officials from Turkey, Jordan, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Egypt
also attended the meeting.
"Enough of wars that have left the region crippled. We look
forward to making dialogue the best means to settle all
disputes," Bahrain's prime minister said.
He also described Iran's recent position on the global issues
as "prevailing and appropriate", adding that "This attitude has
contributed to sustainable security in the region and the world
and created a feeling of pride within the Muslim world."
During the meeting Najjar told the premier that Iran favors a
peaceful and stable region.
"Extraterritorial powers however," he continued, "wish to
destabilize the region in order push forward their ill-fated
goals."
MT/MGH
http://presstv.ir/detail/143611.html

____________________________________
Ahmadinejad sparks US fury over 9/11 remarks at UN General Assembly
From:AFP, September 24, 2010 8:58AM
IRANIAN President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has told the
UN that most people believe the US government
orchestrated the September 11 attacks, setting off
American fury at the General Assembly.
The US led an enraged Western walkout after Mr
Ahmadinejad's latest incendiary remarks, which also attacked
Israel and accused the West of monopolising nuclear power at a time when his country faces nuclear sanctions.
Two US officials who had been watching the speech led the
protest over the September 11 comments.
The British and other European Union delegations quickly
followed after Mr Ahmadinejad said most Americans believed

their government was involved in the 2001 attacks. Canada
boycotted the speech even before it started.
The Iranian president said there was a theory that “some
segments within the US government orchestrated the attack
to reverse the declining American economy and its grips on
the Middle East in order also to save the Zionist regime”.
“The majority of the American people as well as other
nations and politicians agree with this view,” he declared to
the astonished chamber.
About 3000 people died in the attacks by al-Qa'ida suicide
attackers who hijacked jets and flew them into the World
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Trade Centre in New York, the Pentagon in Washington and a
field in Pennsylvania.
The US mission at the UN furiously slammed the Iranian
leader in a statement released even before Mr Ahmadinejad
had finished speaking.
“Rather than representing the aspirations and goodwill of the
Iranian people, Mr Ahmadinejad has yet again chosen to
spout vile conspiracy theories and anti-Semitic slurs that are
as abhorrent and delusional as they are predictable,” said
Mark Kornblau, spokesman for the US mission.
Canada's Foreign Minister Lawrence Cannon called Mr
Ahmadinejad's comments “unacceptable” and “a blatant
violation of international standards and of the very spirit of
the UN”.
The Iranian leader has frequently angered the US, Israeli and
other delegations with his speeches at the UN General
Assembly. Last year there was a walkout after his comments
which the US mission then called “hateful, offensive and antiSemitic rhetoric”.
This year's speech also included inflammatory comments
about Israel.
“The Zionists committed the most horrible crimes against the
defenseless people in the wars against Lebanon and Gaza,”
Mr Ahmadinejad told the assembly.

“The Zionist regime attacked a humanitarian flotilla in blatant
defiance of all international norms and kills the civilians,” he
said, referring to an Israeli assault on a Turkish ship taking
humanitarian aid to Gaza in May.
With Iran at the centre of a growing international showdown
over its nuclear program, Mr Ahmadinejad went on to
condemn “some” of the permanent members of the UN
Security Council - Britain, China, France, Russia and the US for monopolising nuclear power.
He said the criticism of Iran comes “at the same time they
have continued to maintain, expand and upgrade their own
nuclear arsenals”.
He said that 2011 should be declared a year of nuclear
disarmament - “Nuclear Energy for All, Nuclear Weapons for
None”.
Western nations accuse Iran of seeking a nuclear weapon and
the United Nations has imposed four rounds of sanctions
against the Islamic Republic.
Mr Ahmadinejad did not mention the dispute in his speech,
which came only a few hours after US President Barack
Obama told the General Assembly that the door was still open
to a negotiated settlement to the dispute.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/ahmadinejadsparks-us-fury-over-911-remarks-atungeneralassembly/storye6frg6so-1225928725428

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad holds up a Bible and a Koran while addressing the UN General Assembly. Source: AFP

______________________

Germany Will Become Islamic State, Says Chancellor Merkel
September 22, 2010 - Paul Williams, PhD
Chancellor Angela Merkel said that Germans have failed to
The Chancellor’s remarks represent the first official
grasp how Muslim immigration has transformed their country
acknowledgement that Germany, like other European
and will have to come to terms with more mosques than
countries, is destined to become a stronghold of Islam. She
churches throughout the countryside, according to the
has admitted that the country will soon become a stronghold.
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung daily.
In France, 30% of children age 20 years and below are
"Our country is going to carry on changing, and integration is
Muslims. The ratio in Paris and Marseille has soared to 45%.
also a task for the society taking up the task of dealing with
In southern France, there are more mosques than churches.
immigrants,” Ms. Merkel told the daily newspaper. “For years
The situation within the United Kingdom is not much different.
we've been deceiving ourselves about this. Mosques, for
In the last 30 years, the Muslim population there has climbed
example, are going to be a more prominent part of our cities
from 82,000 to 2.5 million. Presently, there are over 1000
than they were before.”
mosques throughout Great Britain - - many of which were
Germany, with a population of 4-5 million Muslims, has been
converted from churches.
divided in recent weeks by a debate over remarks by the
In Belgium, 50% of the newborns are Muslims and reportedly
Bundesbank's Thilo Sarrazin, who argued Turkish and Arab
its Islamic population hovers around 25%. A similar statistic
immigrants were failing to integrate and were swamping
holds true for The Netherlands.
Germany with a higher birth rate.
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It’s the same story in Russia where one in five inhabitants is a
Muslim.
Muammar Gaddafi recently stated that “There are signs that
Allah will grant victory to Islam in Europe without sword,
without gun, without conquest. We don’t need terrorists; we
don’t need homicide bombers. The 50 plus million Muslims

(in Europe) will turn it into the Muslim Continent within a few
decades.”
The numbers support him.
http://www.familysecuritymatters.org/publications/id.7440/pu
b_detail.asp

______________________________________
Special Report: WRMEA, Sept/Oct 2010, Pages 42-43
The Other "Jewish National Home"—in Siberia. By John Gee

In June, The New York Times reported that a Chinese
company was considering making a deal with Russian firms
for iron ore to be extracted from a potential opencast site at
Kimkan in Siberia. China is very interested in partnerships
that will give it access to a wide range of Siberian resources.
Among the areas likely to feel the impact of increased
Chinese spending will be one officially called the Jewish
Autonomous Oblast (usually translated to English as "region")
and loosely termed Birobidzhan, after its main town. Kimkan
is in this area. There are probably fewer than 2,500 Jews still
living in the region, but the town of Birobidzhan has two
functioning synagogues, and is home to the Jewish National
University. The university teaches Hebrew for reasons of
research and religion; local Jews speak Yiddish and Russian,
Yiddish having been the main language of Jews across
Eastern Europe before the Second World War. The collapse of
the Soviet Union allowed freer communication with the
outside world, and contacts with overseas Jewish
organizations and communities have grown markedly in the
past 20 years.
The idea of establishing a territory where Soviet Jews would
congregate was already under discussion in the mid-1920s.
From 1925 to 1927, some rural Jewish settlements were
established in the Crimea, supposedly as the vanguard of a
movement of hundreds of thousands. The Zionist leadership
in Palestine, however, was alarmed at the prospect of a
Jewish republic being established so close to areas where
many of the Soviet Union's three million Jews lived, and
shocked by the enthusiastic response of Jewish workers
internationally, at a time when migration to Palestine was at a
low level. It therefore came as a relief when the Soviet
leadership lost interest in promoting a Jewish national
republic in the Crimea.
Instead, a Jewish region was initiated much further afield—in
Siberia. Stalin was the driving force behind the new initiative,

google maps
proposed in 1928. Most Soviet Jews had no desire to go
there, however, regarding the area around Birobidzhan as a
remote, isolated and backward region with nothing to
commend it.
As a result, the Jewish Autonomous Region was not launched
until 1934—and even then it was far from having a Jewish
majority. Nevertheless, while it was a favored project, the
Soviet authorities were prepared to commit resources to
making it function. A Yiddish newspaper, the Birobidzhaner
Stern ("Star of Birobidzhan"), was founded—and still exists,
but as a mainly Russian paper with some Yiddish content.
(Yiddish was taught in Birobidzhan's schools.) Stories of
Jewish migrants engaging in work on the land and in factories
were presented as part of Soviet Jews' break with the past
and emergence into a bold new socialist future. The imagery
appears as a deliberate counter to that of Zionist settlement
in Palestine.
The Jewish Autonomous Region never did attain a Jewish
majority. The 1939 census probably reflects conditions at the
peak of Jewish settlement: 17,695 Jews made up 16 percent
of the population. Yet, once the area had been named and
given a role in the Soviet Union's nationality policy, it stuck,
despite the subsequent decline of both the numbers and
proportions of Jews in its population.
While Birobidzhan was almost certainly doomed to fail as an
alternative Jewish homeland, its prospects were not helped by
changes in Soviet policy. After 1935 the regime's interest
ebbed, and some local leaders fell victim to the purges of the
late 1930s. After the Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union, it
seemed advantageous to contrast positive images of the
status of Jews under Soviet rule with their fate under Nazi
Germany, and Birobidzhan was cited as evidence for the
superiority of the Soviet system. Pamphlets and articles
circulated by communist parties abroad gave glowing
accounts of life in the Jewish Autonomous Region.
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From 1947 until the death of Stalin in 1953, a strain of antiSemitism in official policy, crystallized in the "Doctors' Plot,"
led to closure of institutions and loss of government support.
(1947 was the same year in which the Soviet Union voted in
favor of the partition of Palestine, and it had friendly ties with
Israel until it aligned itself with the U.S. over the Korean
War— one of a number of examples of a regime
simultaneously implementing anti-Semitic policies while
supporting Zionism.) The Jewish presence in the region
gradually declined. The collapse of the Soviet Union and
Russia's realization that foreign Jewish interest in the region
could be to its advantage have made the past 20 years a
period of increased inward investment and cultural
development—although it hasn't halted the decline of the
region's population, Jewish and non-Jewish alike. The 2002
census found only 2,327 Jews in a population of 190,915.
Birobidzhan was controversial from the start, and not only
because of its inhospitable location. For those who considered
Jews to be people linked by a religion rather than a national
character, it seemed irrelevant. The Zionist movement had

little to fear from it, and was much less troubled by
Birobidzhan than the earlier toying with a Crimean Jewish
republic, which it saw as practical and popular. All the same,
it disliked a project that was so at odds with its own goals and
hoped for its early failure.
Now, nestled in a curve of the Amur river on the border with
China, the Jewish Autonomous Oblast stands to gain
economically from Chinese investment and spending. A bridge
across the Amur will soon make trade and travel easier. The
Jewish community that has remained in Birobidzhan stands to
experience a prosperity that must have seemed unattainable
for most of its history.
John Gee is a free-lance journalist based in Southeast Asia,
and the author of Unequal Conflict: The Palestinians and
Israel.
http://washingtonreport.org/component/content/article/3582010-september-october/10091-the-other-qjewish-nationalhomeqin-siberia.html

__________________________
Edgar Steele's Wife Stands By Man Who Tried to Blow Her Up
By Caleb Hannan, September 22 2010 @ 6:06AMShare

From our partners at True Crime Report: Never mind
that her husband tried to blow up Cyndi Steele and her
mother.
One of the mainstays of the white power movement is that
the truth they speak is a danger to the federal government,
so they must be silenced before the masses discover the
wisdom of their logic.
As you may recall from our story back in June, Edgar Steele,
a white supremacist lawyer from Idaho, was charged with
trying to blow up his wife and his mother-in-law. He agreed
on tape to pay hit man Larry Fairfax $25,000 to plant a bomb
under her car. The bomb would then cause and accident,
killing Cyndi and her mom.

Cyndi Steele sounds ready to forgive the husband who
tried to have her and her mother killed.
The crime would look as if someone was attacking the Steele
family due to Edgar's beliefs. He'd have a ready alibi, and
Fairfax would get a $100,000 bonus if an insurance policy on
Cyndi paid off.
But Fairfax got cold feet and decided to rat Steele instead.
The bomb was later discovered undetonated at a repair shop.

As a general rule, most wives won't come to your aid after
you try to blow them up. Wives are weird that way. But while
Edgar may be a lunatic Holocaust denyer, Cyndi apparently
doesn't blow past him on her march up the IQ scale.
She believes Edgar's defense, which claims he was framed by
the feds so they could stop his juggernaut movement, halting
him from becoming king of the world. Or something like that.
At a press conference yesterday, she claimed Edgar was
framed because of his "politicially incorrect" views. "The most
dangerous part of this whole thing is that bomb that was on
my car," Cyndi told KOMO-TV.
"I have come out, listening to those tapes. And to this day, I
believe my husband is innocent. My husband is innocent and
the only reason the FBI put him in jail is to silence him."
And just to let you know how far-reaching this conspiracy is,
she called it a "'Mission Impossible'-level plot."
But despite his rhetoric of grand victimization, Edgar doesn't
even seem to believe his own bullshit. Cyndi acknowledged
that he's negotiating a plea with prosecutors. At the end of
the day, it looks like he'll be just another dickhead to admits
to trying to kill his wife.
7 Comments
No Controlled Press says:
What do those tapes say? You haven't heard them, she has.
And what about the bomb on the car and the accomplices?
She's right about all that. Why is Fairfax getting let off easy?
Posted On: Wednesday, Sep. 22 2010 @ 6:40AM
Norman Elliott says:
I don't know whether Edgar Steele is guilty of trying to have
his wife killed, but I do know this. This article is a hit piece
and the author plays fast and loose with the truth. Point. An
unflattering photo with the misleading caption,"Cyndi Steele
sounds ready to forgive the husband who tried to have her
and her mother killed." Wrong, Cyndi Steele does not believe
that her husband tried to have her killed. This quality of
journalism is an assault on the character of this publication.
elliott438@att.net
Posted On: Wednesday, Sep. 22 2010 @ 9:04AM
Denny says:
Caleb Hannan you are a hack of the first order. How people
like you end up in print is beyond me.
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The only thing worse than the typos and errors is this
opinionated piece of trash being passed off as "news". What
news? There are a lot of nuanced agendas at play regarding
Edgar Steele. Yours, however, is crystal clear.
As for me, I await the facts to make a pronouncement on Ed
Steele. Mr. Hannan should consider doing likewise
Posted On: Wednesday, Sep. 22 2010 @ 11:57AM
Bart says:
What an attractive couple. If he does go to prison, are they
going to sell the trailer? What happens to the sheep?
Posted On: Wednesday, Sep. 22 2010 @ 3:34PM
Joseph Singer says:
Please proof your articles and learn the difference between an
and and.
Posted On: Wednesday, Sep. 22 2010 @ 7:32PM
John Bayldon says:
What a crazed, hate filled rag the Seattle weekly is.
What kinds of trailer trash would buy such a newspaper?
Every American's right to a fair trial?
This piece of false reporting seethes with such hate-filled
prejudice and racism, that the writer is rendered incapable of
reporting the facts of the case.
This is the worst example of a scurrilous attack on an untried, un-convicted- and therefore innocent, man (and his
distraught and loyal wife,) I have ever seen, and shows just
how low American justice has sunk beneath the weight of
excrement shat out by the US gutter press and media.
A few decades back one would laugh or shake one's head in
dismay at similar crazy denouncements of political opponents
by Chairman Mau's or Comrade Stalin's henchmen, such bile
inevitably preceding the victim's ludicrous confession and
execution.Yet now we see the same sort of mad,
hatemongering regime established in America, where the
'confession' is called a 'plea bargain'.
The only good aspects of this article are that the writer, who
rejoices in the name- Caleb Hannan, lacks both the talent and
whit to write a convincing hate-piece, and the local rag he
writes for is mostly unknown outside of the trailer-dwelling
community, where it is appreciated for its usefulness in
keeping the draught out of broken mobile home windows.

Posted On: Wednesday, Sep. 22 2010 @ 11:24PM
Fredrick Töben says:
Perhaps of interest to your readers and for the sake of the
First
Amendment/Free
Expression/Right-of-Reply/Natural
Justice would be this blogspot:
http://edgarsteele.blogspot.com/

***
http://blogs.seattleweekly.com/dailyweekly/2010/09/edgar_s
teeles_wife_stands_by_m.php

*******

Ed has defended the politically incorrect for years; people
who, were it not for him, never would have had
representation. Those who oppose Ed hate the truth and have
threatened to harm Ed, me and our family in the past.
Clearly, he is a political prisoner of the USA and quite literally,
he is fighting for his life. There is a growing number of people
who are banding together to make it possible for Ed to have
the defense he needs against bogus government charges. We
are asking you to join us.
Here is the bottom line: without experts to prove that false
government tape recordings are only imitations of Ed’s
speech patterns (using voice cloning technology), and without
experts to present the truth about alleged explosives, Ed will
be “sent to the gallows” for something he didn’t do.
We have an opportunity to prevent this great injustice. This is
not the first time the government has made false criminal
allegations against innocent people. Thus, it is our choice
whether we want to be a part of the movement to stop this
kind of government-sponsored insanity. Let me tell you, we
sincerely need your help.
I humbly ask for your assistance, as I am financially strapped
and unable to raise the amount of money necessary to
provide a proper defense for my husband. [NB: The federal
government has seized and frozen all of Edgar Steele's assets
in order to make sure he is unable to pay for a competent
defense. - HAC]
Any financial gift you can make will go directly to the Ed
Steele Defense Fund, to be placed in an attorney’s trust
account and to be used exclusively for Ed’s defense.
Contributions of $50.00 and $100.00 will be greatly
appreciated as we try to make our goal of $250,000.00
needed to pay both attorney fees and the legal costs of this
case. Time is critical as we need to have a new attorney on
board soon who will work for Ed.
Edgar needs an attorney who is willing to challenge the FBI’s
conduct and show that the government is wrong. Edgar can’t
move forward without your help in funding his defense. Your
kind financial assistance will help us to engage a qualified
attorney (who has already been contacted) who believes in
Ed’s innocence and will work vigorously to protect Ed’s rights
and confront the government.
These are tough financial times. But, please give a moment to
think about my husband, sitting in a jail cell, day after day,
with no hope, not even able to help in his own defense. I
can’t visit him with him to give him hope or moral support,
because the judge has entered a very unfair “no-contact”
order.
Even the smallest donation will go a long way to help win this
case and expose the corruption behind the false charges. It
may even help others who also face false accusations by the
government.
Please make your contribution check / money order payable
to:
The Edgar Steele Defense Fund
P.O. Box 1255
Sagle, Idaho 83860, USA.
(Funds will be held in an attorney’s trust account.) Or, go
online and donate by credit card and through PayPal at:
http://www.free-edgar-steele.com/?page_id=68
My sincerest and most heartfelt thanks for your time in
considering this plea for help,
Cyndi G. Steele
http://edgarsteele.blogspot.com/2010/09/cyndisteele-appeals-for-your-help.html

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 2010
Cyndi Steele Appeals for Your Help
September 17, 2010
Cyndi G. Steele
P.O. Box 1255
Sagle, ID 83860, USA.
Dear Friends of Edgar Steele:
Edgar J. Steele has been entrapped by a legal system that
presumes his guilt in the face of false charges. Ed has been in
jail and solitary confinement for three months in Spokane,
Washington
because
of
false
allegations
that
he
masterminded a murder-for-hire plot to kill me and my
mother.
I have NEVER believed that Ed was involved in such a plot.
______________________
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FROM GERMANY – email letter to Fredrick Töben
On Mon 04/10/10 8:33 AM , piroi@uni-potsdam.de sent:
Most illustrious Dr. Töben,
certain qualities they attribute to the Jews, calling them
I simply desire to write a humble e-mail and reflect upon the
baseness, spinelessness, avarice, greed, lust for domination,
Jewish genocide as I see fit, from my personal perspective.
and facile malice are fundamentally German qualities, and if
Since I am but an average student I expect you to forgive me
the Jews ever showed these qualities, it is because they have
if I may sound at times unacademic.
always dreamed of resembling the Germans, of being
First of all I must say that I want everybody to be granted the
Germans.
freedom to express one's opinion no matter how provocative it
Maybe the Jews adopted these qualities out of courtesy, out of
may be or how many heads it might cause to shake. If I
a kind of admiration? so as not to seem distant. And the
desired to claim that both the Old and New Testament were
Germans? on the other hand- their dream, their German
written or fabricated by several authors -hence not from Goddream, was to be Jews, pure, indestructible, invincible, faithful
I could do so without being subjected to legal prosecution by
to a Law, different from everyone else and chosen by the hand
those who hold the power.
of God. Yet they are all equally mistaken, the krauts and kikes
With regard to the persecution of the gypsies (sorry, Romany
and I -as I have just noticed- typed a lot of rubbish- 'cause if
people) during WWII; I dare to say that I could deny that it
?Jew? nowadays still means anything, it means ?Other?.
ever occurred and feel perfectly safe since I am aware that the
The Germans failed and the worst case scenario happened.
gypsies do not have an international lobby which would be
The Jews pulled through, Germany collapsed, the Jews
worth comparing to the Jewish lobby.
survived and wanted up to the present day to be more
The Armenian lobby is not as strong and well-organized as the
German than ever before!
Jewish, yet the diaspora-Armenians can impose pressure on
“Eines Tages werden mir die Amerikaner danken, daß ich die
the Turkish government which will eventually lead to
Juden in ganz Europa vernichtet habe.” Hitler to Bormann,
acceptance of the historical truth, which is the Ottoman
February 1945, Führer's bunker
Empire had a policy of removing their Armenian minorities
Mhm, what else to say? Yes! Um, some years ago Erika
prior to 1923, the year of the foundation of the Turkish
Steinbach desired to deliver several lectures on the
republic. Why am I telling you this knowing that you are
persecution of ethnic-Germans in eastern Europe right after
extraordinarily familiar with all those things I have said.
WWII. This was meant to take place at my university and I
Just let my explain the way I understand National Socialism.
believe it was before I became a student, in 2008 I think...
Let me presume to explain you why the Germans killed the
Several students spoke of Frau Steinbach as if she were
Jews. Some people might say that the Germans have shown a
devilish, evil yet I believed that she had the right to express
special determination to kill the Jews. Others say that the Jews
her opinions just like anybody else. Some people argued the
were just one category of enemy just as the Armenians were
the University of Potsdam would not tolerate ?revisionist
to the Ottoman Empire.
views?. So I asked myself, why the heck not?
People never cease to ask questions, so here we go, why did
So Mr. Töben, although I might differ from you in opinion to
the Germans dispose of the mentally ill, the handicapped in
several historical occurrences I would be delighted if you came
hospitals?
to our university. Why don't you apply as a prof or something.
The Josef Mengele type of man would reply that by killing
I believe it could prove to be a very interesting, not to mention
those poor unfortunates Germany saved that way millions of
provocative, experiment. Alright! 'Nuff said
reichsmarks, not to speak of the hospital beds freed for
Yours sincerely, Daniel Piroi - check link below:
wounded from the front. Has a point, makes sense. May be
http://www.uni-potsdam.de/
deemed cynical to a certain degree.Yet why have the Germans
Töben replies: Monday, 4 October 2010 11:59 AM
killed the Jews? I believe I have the answer.
Dear Daniel Pirori: I would love to accept your invitation to
speak at your university. Unfortunately were I to take off from
By killing the Jews, the Germans wanted to kill themselves, kill
Australia or elsewhere and head off to Berlin, then I would
the Jew within themselves -so to say-, kill that which in
immediately be arrested and imprisoned upon arrival and you
themselves resemble the idea they had and still have of the
would miss out on what I would have to say. Now, that would
Jew. Kill in themselves the fat, potbellied bourgeois counting
be sad, wouldn't it? Cheers. Fredrick
his cash to the last penny, hungry for recognition and lusting
for power. I believe the Germans never really understood that
__________________________________

Study: More credit due to Neanderthals

By Staff Writers, Denver (UPI) Sep 21, 2010
The long-held belief that Neanderthal man developed
hunting at archaeologicalsites associated with a culture of
"modern" tools only through contact with more advanced
people knows as the Uluzzian throughout southern Italy. They
Homo sapiens is wrong, a U.S. researcher says. Julien Rielemerged in an area geographically separated from modern
Salvatore, assistant professor ofanthropology at the University
humans. "My conclusion is that if the Uluzzian is a Neanderthal
of Colorado, Denver, has challenged a half-century of
culture it suggests that contacts with modern humans are not
conventional wisdom maintaining that Neanderthals were
necessary to explain the origin of this new behavior," Rielthick-skulled, primitive "cavemen" overrun and outcompeted
Salvatore says. "This stands in contrast to the ideas of the
by more advanced modern humans arriving in Europe from
past 50 years that Neanderthals had to be acculturated to
Africa, a university release says. "Basically, I am rehabilitating
humans to come up with this technology," he said. "When we
Neanderthals," Riel-Salvatore says. "They were far more
show Neanderthals could innovate on their own it casts them
resourceful than we have given them credit for."
in a new light. It 'humanizes' them if you will."
http://www.terradaily.com/reports/Study_More_credit_due_to
Riel-Salvatore identified projectile points, ochre, bone tools,
_Neanderthals_999.html
ornaments and possible evidence of fishing and small game
_________________________________________________
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